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Diving mammals, are under extreme pressure to conserve oxygen as well as produce
adequate energy through aerobic pathways during breath-hold diving. Typically a major
source of energy, lipids participate in structural and regulatory roles and have an important
influence on the physiological functions of an organism. At the stoichiometric level, the
metabolism of polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) utilizes less oxygen than metabolizing
either monounsaturated fatty acids or saturated fatty acids (SFAs) and yields fewer ATP
per same length fatty acid. However, there is evidence that indicates the cellular metabolic
rate is directly correlated to the lipid composition of the membranes such that the greater
the PUFA concentration in the membranes the greater the metabolic rate. These findings
appear to be incompatible with diving mammals that ingest and metabolize high levels
of unsaturated fatty acids while relying on stored oxygen. Growing evidence from birds
to mammals including recent evidence in Weddell seals also indicates that at the whole
animal level the utilization of PUFAs to fuel their metabolism actually conserves oxygen. In
this paper, we make an initial attempt to ascertain the beneficial adaptations or limitations
of lipids constituents and potential trade-offs in diving mammals. We discuss how changes
in Antarctic climate are predicted to have numerous different environmental effects; such
potential shifts in the availability of certain prey species or even changes in the lipid com-
position (increased SFA) of numerous fish species with increasing water temperatures and
how this may impact the diving ability of Weddell seals.
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INTRODUCTION
Diving mammals, such as the Weddell seal (Leptonychotes wed-
dellii), are under extreme pressure to conserve oxygen as well as
produce adequate energy through aerobic pathways during breath-
hold diving. It is recognized that diving mammals undergo a dive
response involving apnea (cessation of breathing), bradycardia,
and subsequent decreased cardiac output, as well as peripheral
vasoconstriction (reduced blood flow or ischemic conditions in
the working skeletal muscles) causing the animal to depend solely
on a finite supply of oxygen stored internally. In other words,
when diving mammals are active (foraging), they are holding their
breath, their working muscles receive little to no blood flow, and
they rely solely on internal stores of oxygen, to fuel, and sustain a
lipid based aerobic metabolism. Therefore, dive duration can be
directly correlated to the rate of oxygen utilization and any factors
that affect the rate of oxygen consumption could alter dive times
(Fahlman et al., 2008; du Dot et al., 2009; Williams et al., 2011;
Shiomi et al., 2012).

While dependant on lipid and protein from a typically piscivo-
rous prey source, lipids provide double the energy per mass when
compared to protein and are important as a stored energy source as
well as for thermoregulation and hydrodynamics (Castellini et al.,
2009). More detailed use of lipids reveal a possible developmental
role as well as preferential mobilization of specific fatty acids dur-
ing lactation (Wheatley et al., 2008; Trumble et al., 2010). Trumble
et al. (2010) reported that the primarily ice-based Weddell seal

pup had increased polyunsaturated fatty acids (PUFAs) recovered
from lipids associated with their skeletal muscle whereas saturated
fatty acids (SFAs) were decreased when compared with adults.
Assuming similar lipid consumption between age classes, these
findings led to speculation that pups were metabolizing SFAs in
greater amounts than the adult age class. While consuming a milk
high in unsaturated fatty acids (UFA; Wheatley et al., 2008), it was
hypothesized that these young seals increased their metabolic and
energetic advantage (increased oxygen to metabolize SFA when
compared to UFA and more energy per mass) to combat their
high mass-specific heat loss and metabolic limitations of being
an endothermic mammal in Antarctica. As these seals contin-
ued to mature to adults, the fatty acids recovered were primarily
monounsaturated fatty acids (MUFAs), however, there appeared
to be an exchange between SFA and PUFA between these age classes
(Trumble et al., 2010). In this paper, we explain the stoichiome-
try associated with fatty acid metabolism and hypothesize on the
advantages and disadvantages of these fatty acid groups, primar-
ily PUFAs, in diving mammals inhabiting polar waters. Finally, we
offer some speculation on potential disadvantages of metabolizing
certain groups of fatty acids in a changing environment.

OXYGEN AND DIVING
The important role for the rate of oxygen consumption and diving
was recently elucidated in emperor penguins (Aptenodytes forsteri;
Shiomi et al., 2012). The results of this study indicated that once
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a certain amounts of work or numbers of flipper strokes were
reached, the animals initiated their return to the surface regardless
of the amount of time spent diving. To date, this is the strongest
evidence that alteration in oxygen consumption or work effort sig-
nificantly alter dive times. Along with the aforementioned emperor
penguins,Weddell seals represent extreme examples of this breath-
hold model. These divers routinely dive under an ice ceiling, which
offers less than 5% access to breathable surface area (Figure 1).
This is in sharp contrast to open water divers such as elephant
seals (Mirounga angustirostris) or other non-polar pinnieds. These
constraints demand that the Antarctic divers be more tightly regu-
lated with respect to their oxygen utilization; they must complete
a dive cycle and find a breathing hole before their oxygen stores
are depleted. Previous research has illustrated how these and open
water divers are uniquely adapted to their environment and how
energy is conserved even at the molecular level (Burns, 1996; Burns
et al., 1998; Kanatous et al., 1999, 2001, 2002, 2008a,b; Burns et al.,

2005, 2007; Clark et al., 2006, 2007; Noren et al., 2008b; Ptitsyn
et al., 2010; Trumble et al., 2010; Ponganis et al., 2011; Williams
et al., 2011). For example, studies of adult Weddell seals, harbor
seals (Phoca vitulina) and Steller sea lions (Euematopias jubatus)
have revealed that their muscle adaptations to maintain a lipid
based aerobic metabolism under the hypoxic conditions associ-
ated with breath-hold diving include: (1) an increased aerobic
capacity (or one that is matched to routine levels of exertion),
(2) a reliance on fatty acid catabolism for aerobic ATP produc-
tion, (3) enhanced oxygen storage and diffusion capacity, and (4)
a reduced dependency on blood-borne oxygen and metabolites
(e.g., decreased capillary density) compared to terrestrial mam-
mals (Davis et al., 1991; Davis and Kanatous, 1999; Kanatous et al.,
1999, 2001, 2002). Recently, physiological studies have begun to
describe the development of diving capacity and oxygen stores
in diving mammals (Noren et al., 2004, 2005, 2006, 2008a; Clark
et al., 2006, 2007; Kanatous et al., 2008a). Recent data have reported

FIGURE 1 | Weddell seals routinely feed on a diet of Antarctic
silverfish (Pleuragramma antarcticum) that is rich in unsaturated
fatty acids. Recent data indicates that similar to long distance

migratory birds, adult Weddell seals preferentially metabolize PUFAs in
contrast to either monounsaturated or saturated fatty acids (Trumble
et al., 2010).
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numerous physiological changes such as an increase in the con-
centration of myoglobin to levels ∼60% of those found in adults.
These adaptations occur during weaning periods and are neces-
sary for these animals to initiate independent foraging (Burns,
1996; Kanatous et al., 2008a).

In terms of skeletal muscle development, the cessation of
weaning and commencement of diving in Weddell seals induces
developmental changes in muscle physiology that parallel changes
in activity. Preliminary microarray results indicate differential
expression of RNA transcripts associated with various ontogenic
signaling pathways, in addition to differences in transcripts asso-
ciated with lipid metabolism, among age classes (Kanatous et al.,
2008b; Ptitsyn et al., 2010). These previous findings mirrored
results describing significant changes in the lipid composition and
potential utilization of fatty acids in skeletal muscle during these
developmental stages (Trumble et al., 2010). In addition,where this
developmental trend of increasing exercise capacity occurs from
birth in terrestrial mammals, we found that the skeletal muscle
physiology of Weddell seal pups suggests a higher capacity for exer-
cise than juveniles or adults. This is indicated by pups having the
highest percentage of type I slow oxidative fibers as well as the high-
est mitochondrial volume densities of any age class. A relative lack
of an increase in aerobic enzymes, however, indicates that these
results may be due to an adaptation for enhanced non-shivering
thermogenesis (Kanatous et al., 2008a). Furthermore, juveniles
were recently shown to have the highest expression of myoglobin
(72.4± 7 vs. 55.9± 2.5 and 35.5± 3 mg g−1 wet mass muscle in
adults and pups, respectively) supporting the hypothesis that myo-
globin concentrations differ with behavioral differences in diving
activity (Kanatous et al., 2008a).

FATTY ACIDS AND STOICHIOMETRY
Typically known as a major source of energy, lipids also participate
in structural and regulatory roles that have an important influence
on the physiological functions of an organism. As essential fatty
acids, it is well known that PUFAs of n−3 and n−6 groups are con-
sidered the most powerful intracellular and intercellular mediators
and modulators of the cell signaling network and cell membrane
fluidity (important in polar habitats). The action of PUFAs has
been shown to have various effects on immune and inflammatory
processes (Puertollano et al., 2004). While the processes above are
certainly important for a developing diving mammal, fatty acids
play a large role in fueling metabolism and may provide insight
into diving adaptations. For mammalian diver’s it is imperative
to conserve oxygen to maximize success of an intake of primarily
unsaturated fats and proteins. This intake of UFAs and subsequent
transport and oxidation within skeletal muscles (assuming skele-
tal muscle activity during diving) may to be an advantage to the
diver. Specifically, the moles of oxygen needed to metabolize any
particular SFA are slightly greater than that for a similar length
UFA (MUFA and PUFA). This stoichiometry of oxygen consump-
tion is based on the number of double bonds and thus hydrogen
involved (see below for example). If extrapolated to the fatty acid
groups (not the individual fatty acids) identified in Weddell seal
blubber (14–24 carbon; Trumble et al., 2010), the mean moles of
oxygen needed to oxidize PUFAs (29 mol O2/FA) is greater than
MUFAs (26 mol O2/FA) and SFAs (23 mol O2/FA). Upon closer

examination, a majority of saturated and unsaturated fatty acids
recovered (percent of total) from the blubber (Wheatley et al.,
2008) and muscle of Weddell seals are 18 carbons (18C) in length
(>50%, Trumble et al., 2010). Specifically, an 18C SFA containing
36 hydrogen atoms requires (36/4)+ 18− 1= 26 mol of oxygen
for complete oxidation whereas the most commonly recovered
MUFA, 18:1, requires 25.5 mol and the most commonly recovered
PUFA, 18:3 requires 25 mol of oxygen for complete oxidation.
Based on mean percent fatty acid composition from Weddell seal
pups (SFA, 28%; UFA, 72%), juveniles (SFA, 31%; UFA, 69%),
and adults (SFA, 30%; UFA 70%; Trumble et al., 2010) and an esti-
mated mean total percent blubber mass for each age class (Gales
and Burton, 1987; Noren et al., 2008b; pups, 32± 0.8%; juveniles,
21.5± 0.7%; and adults, 23.9± 0.7%) estimates of moles of oxy-
gen required to oxidize saturated and unsaturated fatty acids can
be calculated (Figure 2). This may equate to UFA-oxygen con-
servation when compared with metabolizing similar amounts of
SFAs in Weddell seal adults. While this alteration of oxygen con-
sumption appears insignificant in terms of oxygen moles oxidized
between these 18C fatty acids, when extrapolating to a 400-kg
adult (35% muscle mass; Ponganis et al., 1993) and differences
in mass-specific metabolic rates (0.676 Mb

0.75/kg; Kleiber, 1975)
metabolizing an unsaturated 18C fatty acid offers an increase of
∼30 s of dive time (not taking activity budget into account) dur-
ing a 30-min dive. A dive time shortened by 30 s (assuming dive
locomotion at 1–3 m/s), would shortened the distance covered by
30–90 m, which could significantly alter foraging or breathing hole
location success.

The stoichiometric relationship between saturated and unsat-
urated fatty acids from an energy production (ATP) perspective
also results in differences, which may also influence diving. Using
the most common fatty acid recovered (18:1, Trumble et al., 2010),
we surmise that the oxidation of unsaturated fatty acids requires
additional auxiliary enzymes (isomerases and a reductase). This
becomes important in that the double bonds formed in beta-
oxidation are trans as opposed to cis in naturally occurring unsatu-
rated fatty acids. Specifically, an isomerase is required for breaking
the double bond in MUFAs, which are typically between carbons 9
and 10. Thus, oleate (18:1) requires three cycles of beta-oxidation
with each cycle removing two carbons, replacing the double bond
at the number 3 position. The hydratase of beta-oxidation requires
the double bond to be in the trans configuration and at second car-
bon location. Therefore, the ATP count for MUFAs (>50% of total
percent of FAs recovered) is two less than the fully saturated ana-
log because one fewer FADH2 is generated (for 18:0, there are 146
ATP produced; for 18:1 there would be 144 ATP produced). Fur-
ther, to process the second double bond in a PUFA, for example
18:2, another reductase and isomerase are required. Since the dou-
ble bonds are typically in the 9 and 12 positions, the three cycles
of beta-oxidation can proceed as usual, resulting in the double
bonds at the 3 and 6 positions. Beta-oxidation will then proceed
to form a trans-2, cis-4 product. The mammalian version of the
second auxiliary enzyme,another reductase, reduces this to a singly
unsaturated product with a trans double bond in the 3 position.
With this additional reductase involved, the ATP count will be
three fewer than for a fully saturated version because, in addi-
tion to the loss of FADH2, one NADPH is used for this additional
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FIGURE 2 | Estimated moles of oxygen needed to completely oxidize
saturated (SFA), and unsaturated (UFA) fatty acids recovered from
Weddell seal skeletal muscles (n = 20) in 2006. Calculations derived from
mean moles of oxygen (see text) and mean lipid amounts in skeletal muscle
(Trumble et al., 2010) among age groups and mean mass of age groups
(estimates for blubber mass derived from Noren et al., 2008b) and mean total

percent of fatty acids recovered. note: fatty acids include (SFA; C14:0–24:0),
monounsaturated (MUFA; 14:1n−5, 16:1n−9, 16:1n−7, 18:1n−9, 18:1n−7,
18:1n−11, 20:1n−9, 20:1n−7, 22:1n−11, 22:1n−9, 24:1n−9), and
polyunsaturated (PUFA; 18:2n−6, 18:3n−6, 18:3n−3, 18:4n−3, 20:2n−9,
20:2n−6, 20:3n−6, 20:4n−6, 20:3n−3, 20:4n−3, 20:5n−3, 22:4n−6,
22:5n−6, 22:5n−3, 22:6n−3).

reductase. Thus, the ATP count for a fatty acid configured as 18:2
would only be 141 as compare to 146 from a saturated 18C fatty
acid. While there may be a loss in ATP production by preferentially
metabolizing UFAs as compared to SFAs, dives are more limited by
oxygen than ATP thus the oxygen conservation may dramatically
outweigh the differences in ATP production for these animals.

THE FATTY ACID TRADE-OFF: MEMBRANE COMPOSITION
The consumption of a high fat diet produces a surplus of NADH
and FADH2, which subsequently increases the generation of reac-
tive oxygen species (ROS). Indeed, a high fat diet has been shown
to increase the rate of H2O2 (ROS species) production in skeletal
muscle mitochondria (Nadal-Casellas et al., 2010). This produc-
tion of ROS has been reported to contribute to the processes
of aging as well as progression of numerous disorders such as
Type II diabetes and Parkinson disease in mammals (Kang and
Hamasaki, 2003). Ultimately, the increased rate of ROS production
by the mitochondria results in mitochondrial dysfunction in skele-
tal muscle. However, recent studies have begun to elucidate the
differential role of cellular membrane lipid composition in the sus-
ceptibility to ROS damage (Hulbert, 2008a,b, 2010; Montgomery
et al., 2011). These studies have shown that membranes composed
of higher concentrations of PUFAs have an increased susceptibility
to ROS damage by lipid peroxidation, which ultimately shortens
lifespan in animals. However, it has been speculated that mem-
branes higher in MUFAs protect against ROS damage (Hulbert,
2010). Trumble et al. (2010) reported that greater than half of
all the recovered fatty acids associated with the skeletal muscle of

Weddell seals were MUFAs. We speculate this increase in MUFA
levels supports in ameliorating damage by ROS. New research also
found that membranes of the relatively long-lived short-beaked
echidna (Tachyglossus aculeatus) are more monounsaturated and
less polyunsaturated than would be predicted from their body size
which were hypothesized to ameliorate ROS damage and promote
long life spans (Hulbert, 2008a,b, 2010). This association between
PUFA membrane levels appears to be related to life span (Hulbert,
2010) as well as Basal metabolic rate (BMR) and appears to hold
true for most terrestrial mammals and birds studied (Hulbert,
2008a,b, 2010).

Basal metabolic rate represents cellular living at a minimal cost
within certain assumptions such that the mass-specific BMR has
been shown to vary among species inversely related to body size.
An idea proposed and developed by Hulbert and Else (1999) sug-
gests that this variation in BMR is not only a function of body
size but also directly related to cellular metabolic rate which is
directly correlated to the lipid composition of the membranes
(Hulbert and Else, 1999). Further, and mentioned above, there
appears to be a direct positive correlation between PUFA levels in
the membrane and a higher BMR. We report here for the first time,
that Weddell seals appear to follow the concept proposed by Hul-
bert and Else (1999); PUFAs are increased in the skeletal muscle
membrane of the smaller pup and decline with the larger animals
(Figure 3). While unknown whether this switch in membrane
fatty acids occurs during development in terrestrial mammals,
we report that this metabolic switch in membrane composition
occurs after pupping or lactation and seems to be transitioned
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in juveniles. In terrestrial mammals, higher levels of PUFAs have
been reported in the membranes of relatively smaller mammals
and have been associated with leakier membranes and more active
pumps (Hulbert, 2010). This “PUFA-permeable prefigure” may
add evidence to our recent findings that Weddell seal pups off-
set their thermal challenge of being an endothermic animals born
into an extremely harsh environment of Antarctica through the
use of increased and potentially uncoupled metabolism. In short,
it appears that non-diving pups adopt the metabolic and cellular
“benefits” of the relatively small terrestrial mammal PUFA rich
membrane composition. At this time, we do not know the mech-
anisms involved with this membrane switch. However, it appears
to coincide with development, or the physiological shift to adult
divers. Further, as membrane PUFA levels change, MUFA and SFA
levels increase in adult membrane composition for possible addi-
tional protection from ROS damage from proportionally high rates
of sustained lipid metabolism and from the reperfusion of the
muscles associated with the end of dives (Figure 3).

Interestingly, an additional “benefit” or adaptation of ingest-
ing and metabolizing PUFAs, especially in adult diving mammals,
may be its influence on heart rate. A report by Gudbjarnason et al.
(1978) reported that the heart rate of animals, ranging from mice
to whales, was directly related to the levels of 22:6n−3 in their
cardiac phospholipids (Gudbjarnason et al., 1978). Subsequently,
it was determined that this increase in 22:6n−3 was also positively
correlated with increased Ca2+ATPase activity in the cell (Infante,
1987) which led to the “membrane pacemaker theory” mentioned
above (Hulbert and Else, 1999). This notion that heart rate is
influenced by n−3 fatty acids has been pursued by several investi-
gators with the general consensus that ingestion of n−3 fatty acids
tend to lower resting heart rates (Christensen et al., 1999; Billman
and Harris, 2011). Assuming that the relatively lower PUFA levels
associated in the skeletal muscle lipids is a function of increased
metabolizing of PUFAs and not a function of decreased PUFA

intake, then our findings may indicate a preferential fatty acid
adaptation to lower heart rate during diving. It should be men-
tioned that PUFAs cannot be formed de novo by mammalian cells
and therefore must be obtained from the diet. Assuming a PUFA
rich prey equal in proportion to what is found in milk (Wheatley
et al., 2008) then our findings suggest PUFAs were preferentially
mobilized by the muscle for energy and, more importantly, switch
in levels in the skeletal muscle membranes. At this time, we can
only speculate that this switch may suggest a regulation of desat-
urases or elongases associated with membrane lipid constituents.
Further research is needed to confirm this hypothesis.

It has been reported that long distance migratory birds (Calidris
pusilla) ingest a diet high in n−3 PUFA prior to migration,
potentially acting as a molecular signal to prime flight muscles
and increase oxygen efficiency while using less energy (Maillet
and Weber, 2006; Piersma, 2011). Several studies contribute to
this notion and suggest that PUFAs may affect the performance
of skeletal muscles and locomotion in a variety of vertebrates
(McKenzie et al., 1998; Helge et al., 2001; Infante et al., 2001;
Valencak et al., 2003). We speculate PUFAs, especially n−3’s, play
an important role in the development of foraging from pup to
adults and that these fatty acids may be functionally related to
oxygen conservation, locomotor performance, life stage specific
energetic demands and diving ability. In a recent study involving
rats switched from a SFA diet to fish oil (high n−3 PUFAs) myocar-
dial oxygen consumption, coronary flow and percent oxygen
extraction was significantly reduced while maintaining integrity
of contractile function in the heart muscle (Pepe and McLennan,
2007). The metabolic costs of foraging are critical components
of the energy budget of animals and will have direct affect on
the amount of prey they must obtain to survive. This is espe-
cially true for breath-hold deep divers; where any increases in the
metabolic costs will significantly alter their dive times and forag-
ing success. As stated above, our recent data indicates that similar

FIGURE 3 | Membrane (phospholipids) fatty acids (saturated, SFA; monounsaturated, MUFA; and polyunsaturated, PUFA) in Weddell seal skeletal
muscle (pup, n = 5; juvenile, n = 5; adult, n = 5). Differences in lower case letters denotes statistical differences among age classes (p < 0.05).
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to long distance migratory birds, adult Weddell seals preferentially
metabolize oxygen-conserving PUFAs in contrast to either MUFAs
or SFAs, which enable the seals to preserve their limited oxygen
resources during diving. An important area of future research will
be elucidating the molecular controls that regulate this switch in
metabolic fuel during ontogeny.

FATTY ACIDS AS REGULATORY SIGNALS
Because myoglobin has been shown to increase during the wean-
ing period of both penguins and seals before they initiate diving
(Burns et al., 2005, 2007; Clark et al., 2007) the potential for myo-
globins regulation to be dependent on its interplay with specific
fatty acids seems plausible. Indeed, recent evidence has shown
that the amount and type of lipids act as important initial reg-
ulators of myoglobin in diving mammals (De Miranda Jr. et al.,
2012) with some indication of secondary regulation by activity
level and calcium signaling (Kanatous et al., 2008b, 2009; Ptit-
syn et al., 2010). In comparative animal studies, an increase of
n−3 PUFAs or a high n−3 to n−6 ratio of fatty acids was shown
to prompt increases in calcium transport and calcium absorp-
tion in PUFA-deficient rats (Kruger and Horrobin, 1997; Weiss
et al., 2005). It has been established in terrestrial animals and div-
ing mammals that calcium signaling, as well as its downstream
targets of calcineurin and NFAT, plays an important role in deter-
mining fiber type distribution, aerobic capacity and myoglobin
concentrations in skeletal muscles (Chin et al., 1998; Spangen-
burg and Booth, 2003). Recent evidence from our labs indicates
this increase of myoglobin expression in weaning animals before
they start diving may be initiated through an activity and calcium
independent pathway. While further studies in cell culture may
yield a more specific response to certain fatty acids, our current
research strongly suggests that the pre-dive increases in myoglobin
of divers during weaning may be associated with changes in the
lipid composition of the milk associated with nursing (De Miranda
Jr. et al., 2012). Additional results from our labs suggests that
the when compared to mouse samples (Mus musculus), marine
mammal species demonstrated increased levels of sphingolipids
and ceramides in the cell membrane. Specifically, sphingomyelin,
phosphatidylcholine, ceramide, and sphingosine were elevated in
the cellular membranes. While preliminary, these differences may
result in changes in total cellular metabolism since these lipid
constituents are known to be involved in cell signaling pathways.

CONCLUSION
While certainly incomplete, we have pointed out some potential
advantages/disadvantages of metabolizing fatty acids in diving
mammals. While it has been described that fatty acids in polar
marine mammals are elevated in C16–C24 UFAs, we make an ini-
tial attempt to ascertain the beneficial adaptations or limitations
of these lipids constituents. At the stoichiometric level, the metab-
olism of UFAs may be correlated to oxygen conservation (Suarez,
2011; Weber, 2011) while producing fewer ATP. There is evidence
that indicates cellular metabolic rate is directly correlated to the
PUFA composition of the membranes: birds to terrestrial mam-
mals utilize PUFAs to conserve oxygen, possibly through lowering
cardiac rate. Additionally, we speculate that ontogenetic trade-
offs of fatty acids in the skeletal muscle and cellular membrane
may play a vital role in the regulating changes in metabolism and
establishing certain skeletal muscle adaptations (i.e., myoglobin)
to diving in Weddell seals. As a current point of discussion, changes
in Antarctic climate are predicted to have numerous different envi-
ronmental effects; such potential shifts in the availability of certain
prey species or even changes in the lipid composition (increased
SFA) of numerous fish species with increasing water tempera-
tures (Phleger et al., 1999). As we have calculated above, a slight
change in fatty acid saturation could alter the diving capacity of
Weddell seals. In order to clearly understand the physiology of
these divers and predict how these animals will react to physiolog-
ical challenges, we must understand the full suite of adaptations;
from potential shifts in metabolic fuels that could affect dive times
and foraging ability to understanding the molecular switches to
become an efficient diver. Further research is required on the
role specific lipids have on regulating homeostatic pathways. Our
understanding of the role of lipids in regulating the homeostasis
of the animals is in its initial stages.
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